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Abstract—The core tool in Application-Specific Instruction Set
Processor (ASIP) design toolsets is a retargetable compiler, which
can generate efficient code to any processor developed with the
toolset. Such a compiler must automatically adapt itself tothe
operation set supported by the designed processor by emulating
missing instructions with other instructions and by selecting
custom instructions automatically whenever possible.

This paper proposes a simplified Directed Acyclic Graph-based
recursive mechanism to support operation set customization.
The proposed mechanism is capable of generating instruction
selectors and architecture simulation models automatically, thus
is suitable for fast design space exploration of ASIP operation
sets.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The set of operations (or instructions) the processor supports
is an important customization point inApplication-Specific
Instruction Set Processors (ASIP). For example, if some op-
erations are used very rarely, it can be desirable to exclude
them from the operation set and emulate them with other
operations. On the other hand, if a complicated sequence
of basic operations are used often in the program code, the
processor could benefit from a custom hardware instruction
for that operation sequence.

In addition to their reprogrammability aspect, ASIPs are
often chosen as an accelerator implementation methodology
instead of fixed function hardware in order to speed up the
design process and to reduce the need for hardware design
expertise. As producing new ASIPs from the scratch manually
is a laborious and error-prone task, the customization process
is usually supported by ASIP co-design toolsets. In order to
make the operation set customization feasible in the rapid
co-design of ASIPs using such toolsets, the methodology to
define new custom operations in the toolset should be at the
same time programmer-friendly while still being adequately
expressive to derive all the information required to retarget
the toolchain.

The programmer-friendliness aspect of an operation descrip-
tion language is not easily shown by scientific experiments.
However, when designing a new language, one could try to
consider the commonly used existing languages and work
patterns of the target users of the new language. ASIPs are
mostly used in the embedded systems industry. Therefore,
an operation description language should feel familiar to the
embedded engineers. The C language [1] is still a dominant

programming language in the embedded system industry, thus
the syntax of a programmer-friendly operation description
language should be familiar to, if not compatible with, the
C syntax.

Expressiveness of the operation description format is an-
other point to consider. The description format should include
enough information to retarget and provide information forat
least the following tools in the ASIP design flow:

1) Instruction set simulator.The main use cases for instruc-
tion set simulators include preliminary performance evalua-
tion, which requires cycle-accuracy, and software verification
where functional accuracy suffices.

2) Compiler. Typical way of invoking custom operations
from high-level source code has been explicit calls as pragmas,
“intrinsics“ or inline assembly which require modifications
to the source code of the program. This kind of custom
operation call is inconvenient as it requires additional software
development work, reduces portability, and might be a source
of errors that only appear on some platforms. Ideally, the
instruction selector of the compiler backend should be ableto
use the custom operations automatically to speed up the gen-
erated code without any changes to the source code. However,
the reality is such that more complex the custom operations
get, less likely it is that the instruction selection phase of
the code generation can find the operation chains to replace
automatically with the custom operation call without resorting
to complex algorithms with long compilation times [2], so
there should also be a feasible method for manually calling
the custom operations.

3) Processor hardware generator.The final synthesizable
implementation of the processor core includes the described
custom operations in the function units of the designed pro-
cessor’s datapath. Thus, the hardware description language
(HDL) implementation of the special function units should
be realizable from the operation language format.

This paper proposes a simplified operation set description
format based on an imperative recursiveDirected Acyclic
Graph (DAG)-description language. The format can be used
to describe the semantics of custom operations asData Flow
Graphs (DFG)that recursively refer to more primitive opera-
tions. The entry language to describe the operation semantics
graphs is familiar to C programmers while the operation
description format is expressive enough to retarget all thetools



in an ASIP co-design environment.
The operation definition methodology presented in this

paper has been used successfully in theTTA-based Co-design
Environment (TCE) [3]. The paper provides examples to il-
lustrate the programmer-friendliness aspect and describes how
the different tools are driven by these operation definitions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews some of the existing solutions to customizing instruc-
tion sets of processors. Section III describes the operation set
abstraction layer of the TCE toolset. Section IV introducesthe
operation DAG language. Section V discusses the implemen-
tation of the toolchain retargeting based on the operation set
descriptions. Section VI shows an example case of a program
with automatically selectable custom operations. SectionVII
lists some ideas for improvement and Section VIII concludes
the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There exists several commercialized customizable architec-
tures which include operation set customization capabilities
without requiring modifications to the compiler. In addition,
there are compilers that target multiple non-customizablear-
chitectures, but are not “runtime retargetable”. Such compilers
often provide languages for operation set abstraction in order
to make the compiler backend easier to port to different
architectures.

Tensilica Xtensais a customizable processor core that has
its own operation set customization language,TIE, which can
be used for automatic hardware generation. The operation
description language is also independent from the actual
implementation of the processor, which makes it easy to use
the same custom operations in multiple processor designs.
The compiler, however, cannot use this language in instruction
selection to automatically use custom instructions. [4]

nML [5] is a machine description language which can be
used to model the architecture of a processor, including itsop-
eration set. A compiler called CBC [6] can automatically use
custom operations based on their nML-based specifications.

The LISA language, which is used inSynopsys Processor
designer, also allows specifying custom operations and it
can be directly used for hardware generation and simulator
retargeting [7]. There is also a compiler which uses LISA
language as a partial input for the instruction selection, but in
addition to the LISA language operation specifications it needs
extra mapping information given as tree-like patterns [8].

LISA, nML and TIE languages, however, have some prop-
erties which reduce their usability for quick operation setex-
ploration: They are all relatively low-level, optimized for auto-
matic hardware implementation. The operation definitions are
somewhat lexically complex and existing custom operations
cannot be used as building blocks for more complex custom
operations. In LISA and nML languages, the operations are
tightly tied to the given architecture: there is no option to
define a “custom operation library” and easily share the custom
operation definitions between processor architectures.

GCC and LLVM compilers both have specified their own
pattern language, which can be used to define semantics of the
operation set as input to the instruction selection [9], [10]. The
languages are used solely for making the compiler backend
easier to port into different architectures.

The pattern formats of both compilers are based on func-
tional language expressions which call functions that return
a single value, having no way to represent intermediate vari-
ables. GCC, however, can have multiple of these expressions
for single operations, allowing multiple return values. But
as these expressions cannot share temporary variables, the
definitions of more complex operations may get longer, and
practically leads to “copy-paste programming”.

Most operation set extension languages mentioned above do
not differentiate the concept of “instruction” from “operation”;
That is, they are also used to define where the data can come
from, and where it must go. This limits the customization
flexibility by forcing extra information about the architecture
implementation to be stored into the operation definition. This
makes it harder to share same custom operation descriptions
between different architectures, and makes it impracticalto
use smaller custom operation definitions as building blocks
for larger operations.

III. O PERATION SET ABSTRACTION LAYER

TTA-based Co-design Environment (TCE)[3] is a toolkit for
designing ASIPs based on theTransport Trigged Architecture
(TTA)[11] template. The toolkit contains a graphical processor
designer program, a simulator which can simulate any proces-
sor designed with the toolkit, a retargetable compiler which
can target any processor designed with the toolkit, programs
to generate the final VHDL description of the processor and
also some automatic tools for optimizing the processor design.

TCE is driven by anArchitecture Description File (ADF)
which contains all the programmer-visible aspects of the
designed TTAs. The operation set information is separated to
a reusable database calledOperation Set Abstraction Layer
(OSAL). OSAL contains information about all the operation
descriptions currently available to the toolset. These operations
are read from XML files which contain the information of
the operations required by the various retargetable tools.The
user of the toolset can define his own operations to the OSAL
database using a graphical tool.

The OSAL OPeration Property (OPP)XML files contain
vital information about the operations such as the number of
operands and results. OPP contains information needed by the
compiler to produce valid code that uses the operations. For
example, whether the operation reads or modifies memory or
has other side effects, which operand of a memory operation is
an address, which is the data, etc. These properties are mainly
used by the instruction scheduler to better optimize the code
and to avoid illegal code motions.

The OSAL database does not differentiate the operations by
their complexity. A custom operation and a basic operation
are described similarly at the database level. That is, both
simple operations such as integer addition and more complex



application-specific operations are described with the same
format. However, in the point of view of the several tools and
the end user of the co-design toolset, the operations storedin
the OSAL DB can be categorized as follows:

1) Required operations. If the target machine does not con-
tain all these operations, the compiler cannot guarantee
that it can compile all code written in the supported
programming languages for it. This set is dependent on
the capabilities of the compiler and the requirements
placed by the supported programming languages.

2) Base operations. The set of operations that are dis-
tributed with the toolset. The idea of base operations is
that their semantics is known by the compiler. Therefore,
if available in the target machine, the compiler might
be able to exploit them to accelerate or enable specific
pieces of code.

3) Custom operations. User-defined operations with spe-
cific purpose. These can or can be selected automat-
ically, depending on how the execution semantics is
described.

The semantics information of the operations can be de-
scribed with two main methods:

1) Operations with DAG definitions. These operations
might be selectable automatically by the compiler, de-
pending on the complexity of the DAG pattern and
the capabilities of the implemented instruction selection
algorithm.
Operations that are chains of Required Operations
should describe DAGs as there is high probability the
compiler instruction selector can select them automati-
cally.

2) Operations not containing a DAG. Compiler cannot
automatically use these. A separate simulation behavior
description (in C++) is required to simulate the opera-
tion in the instruction set simulation. These operations
are usually complex operations with state data or I/O
operations.

IV. OPERATION SEMANTICS AS RECURSIVE DAGS

The operation semantics description language was chosen
to be based on a recursiveDirected Acyclic Graph (DAG)
description language. The DAGs form theData Flow Graph
(DFG) of the operation with the possibility to refer to any other
operation in the OSAL, thus forming a database of DAGs that
can be recursively matched and interchanged with each other.

A common form of internal representation (IR) for instruc-
tion selection in compilers is a DFG for each basic block. The
instructions in the basic block have a strict weak ordering,
which can be represented as a DAG. The input DAG for the
basic block and the operation DAGs for the operations can
then be pattern-matched to select operations which implement
the IR with the target’s operations.

The OperationDAG language contain just two kind of state-
ments: temporary variable declarations and operation execu-
tion calls to smaller operations. Inputs to operation execution
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Fig. 1. DAG of the multiply-addition operation.

calls may be either inputs of the operation, temporary vari-
ables, or constants. Output destinations of operation execution
calls may be either temporary values of output values.

Example code of a floating-point multiply-addition opera-
tion is shown below and the corresponding DAG is shown in
Figure 1.

SimValue mulRes;
EXEC_OPERATION(FMUL, IO(1), IO(2), mulRes);
EXEC_OPERATION(FADD, mulRes, IO(3), IO(4));

A more complex operation description language language
supporting unlimited looping etc. could allow more complex
operations to be described, but would have severe drawbacks:

• Operation descriptions with loops could not be selected
by an instruction selector which only operates one basic
block at time, and global instruction selector which
operates on multiple basic blocks simultaneously would
be more complex, leading to increased compilation times.

• Simplicity was one of the major goals in the operation
definition language, and adding loops would have made
it more complex to use.

• Loops would be problematic if the same operation de-
scriptions are used for automatically generating the hard-
ware for the custom function unit.

Language with limited looping with fixed loop counts could
allow some operations to be defined with smaller code length,
but it would be computationally equally expressive as the
simple DAG based model, as the loops could be completely
unrolled into the DAG form.

In addition, most of the description code size benefits from
a cyclic operation definition language would offer can be
realized with the recursion between operation definitions.One
operation definition can be a subgraph of another graph, so
that in the description language the operation definition of
the bigger operation can just call the definition of the smaller
operation. Operation, however, cannot call itself, or any other
operation that contais a call to the original operation, as it
would produce the unsupported cyclic graphs.

Compared to tree-like expression-based languages, such as
the LLVM’s instruction patterns, the DAG-based imperative
language allows using same temporary value multiples times,



Fig. 2. Overview of tcecc internals.

and allows multiple outputs. For example, the “addsub” oper-
ation which computes both the sum and the difference of the
two input values.

V. TOOLCHAIN RETARGETING

The TCE compiler (tcecc) uses the LLVM [12] compiler
infrastructure extensively. The internals of the tcecc areil-
lustrated in Fig. 2. Tcecc uses the LLVM’s Clang frontend
for parsing the high-level language code into LLVM’s internal
representation, after which LLVM passes are used for various
optimizations.

The target-specific backend code is loaded from a dynamic
library which is generated for the target architecture by tcecc.
LLVM uses code from this library to perform instruction
selection and register allocation for the architecture. After
these phases the code is converted from an LLVM internal
representation into the internal representation of the TCE
toolset and the final instruction scheduling and bundling is
done by the TCE instruction scheduler.

The processor simulator can adapt itself to simulate any
custom operation available in the processor if the behaviour
description of the operation is provided to the simulator.
The two different ways described in the previous section to
describe the operation semantics can be used by the simulator
to simulate the behavior of each operation. In case of recursive
OperationDAGs, the simulator executes the DAG recursively,
and in case of the C++ described simulation code, the behavior
code is loaded as a dynamic plugin to the simulator engine.

Regardless of which of the two ways to describe operation
simulation behavior, the simulation is always instructioncycle-
accurate; the timing (the pipeline model) of the operations
is not handled by the operation behaviour code, but by the
simulation model of the execution pipeline of the processor.
When the operation is triggered, the operation behaviour
model is called to determine the results of the operation, and
the result is written to the result port at time decided by the
execution pipeline model of the function unit described using
the ADF format.

The compiler is retargeted by generating new ”backend
plugins“ from the ADF and the OSAL. All available operation
definitions and the target architecture definition file are read
by a tool called TDGen. This tool generates the LLVM
target description format tables and source code for LLVM
target classes, which describe all operations available inthe
arhitecture to the LLVM code generation framework, and
creates emulation patterns for operations that are not available
in the target architecture.

If an operation contains a DAG description of the semantics
of the operation as a DFG of multiple operations, this is
converted into an LLVM instruction selection pattern. The
pattern is then picked up by the instruction selection algorithm
implementation which might or might not be able to detect a
matching pattern in the program code.

VI. CASE STUDY

The sha program of the CHStone benchmark [13] was
chosen as the case study program. It was observed that the
program spends most of its time in loops containing repeated
sequences of simple logic operations.

Such chains of logic operations can be easily executed
in single clock cycle in hardware, reducing both operation
count and the total latency of the calculations. Thus, for this
experiment, we created a set of custom operations for simple
chains of logic operations:

• 3-operand xor operation, shown in Figure 3
• 4-operand xor operation, shown in Figure 3
• 3-operand and operation
• 3-operand or operation
• bit selection operation
• bitwise 3-operand majority instruction
Source code of the program was not modified to use the

custom operations. The compiler automatically managed to
use the other instructions except the 3-operand “and” and
the “majority” instructions, even though the original C code
contained code which looked like the majority operation. Itis
assumed that some optimization made by the compiler before
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Fig. 3. DAGs of the 3-operand XOR operation and the 4-operandXOR
operation which is defined using the 3-operand xor operation.

the instruction selection transformed this operation sequence
into a form that it could not be matched by the DAG.

The program was simulated with two processor architec-
tures, the first one contained only basic logic operations, the
second one contained also the custom operations mentioned
above.

TABLE I
BENCHMARK RESULTS IN THE SHA CASE WITH AND WITHOUT

AUTOMATICALLY USED CUSTOM OPERATIONS.

Measurement no custom ops with custom ops difference
Executed operations 559913 502361 -10.3 %
Instruction cycles 467042 434417 -6.9 %

From the benchmarks we see that the total operation ex-
ecution count drops by 10.3 % when the custom operations
are in use. This shows that the program still contains lots of
other operations than the operations replaced by the custom
operations, and that there are severe performance bottlenecks
elsewhere. The processor with the custom operation spends
6.9% less instruction cycles executing the program. The cycle
count reduction is smaller than the operation count reduction,
because custom operations require more operands, which have
to be read from the registers and moved to the function units.
However, this benchmark proved that the compiler can use
custom operations automatically based on the OperationDAG
descriptions.

VII. F UTURE WORK

TCE’s OSAL DAG language supports multiple outputs, but
as these cannot be converted into LLVM instruction selector
patterns in its current state, the TCE compiler cannot currently
automatically use these operations. In addition to improving
the LLVM instruction selector’s support for MIMO operations,
another interesting point of improvement is to implement
compiler transformations that try to transform the input code
to a format where the more complex OperationDAGs can be
matched.

The basic operation set of TCE currently does not define a
select operation which selects value from two sources based
on some condition value. This prevents the instruction selector

to be able to match custom operations which contain parts that
conditionally select data from multiple data sources.

Hardware implementation generation of special function
units (SFU) based on the OperationDAG and the ADF is not
yet implemented, but should be relatively trivial to add.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

The proposed Dynamic Acyclic Graphs based operation
set description model allows defining the operation semantics
in a format that can be used to automatically select custom
operations by the compiler. We demonstrated that the auto-
matic instruction selection works in practice for small custom
operations. The same model can also be used for retargeting
the instruction set simulator.

Separating the abstractions of “operation semantics” from
the “architecture” and the actual instructions which are used to
execute operations allows more complex custom operations to
be easily defined using simpler custom operations as building
blocks.
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